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Abstract
The research deals with the measure and evaluation of the unevenness and texture of road pavements, by means
of unified procedures both for surveys and processing of acquired data, with the aim to represent the surface
characteristics as a spectrum in the domain of spatial frequencies (or wavelengths). The texture properties, in fact,
can be referred to many aspects of pavements performances, so allowing to establish thresholds for the
acceptability of new construction or to ensure good working conditions for existing road infrastructures.
The advantages of the proposed unified procedures are that the measurements are taken with modern and
advanced equipment, minimizing the impact on the normal road exercise; moreover, it is possible to propose an
optimized area in the frequency vs. texture level graph, where the spectrum has to fall into, in order to balance
some conflicting requirements. The boundaries of the area can be also referred to the specific characteristics of
the examined infrastructures; if a spectrum fits into the area, an optimal behaviour of the surface is ensured,
respect to the interaction phenomena between tires and pavement which are influenced by surface texture.
The proposal was tested with a case study, in which thresholds of performance parameters and boundaries of the
optimized area were decided onto the basis of correlations between road indexes and texture properties, coming
from the scientific literature or proposed on the basis of empirical results.
Keywords: road pavements, texture, unevenness, analysis of frequencies, surveys, acceptance thresholds
1. Introduction
1.1 Pavement Surface and Road Performances
The interactions between road pavement and vehicle tyres influence many factors, directly or indirectly related
to safety and efficiency of road exercise. Various characteristics of road pavements have importance for these
problems, but a primary role is reserved to the surface geometry. A road pavement, in fact, can be realized in
different ways and using various materials, but in every case its surface is never perfectly flat, even and smooth.
It is important to know in detail the characteristics of surface, in order to evaluate and to ensure the related
functional performances (Henry & Dahir, 1979; Davis, 2001; Stroup-Gardiner et al., 2001).
For this purposes, the geometry of a paved road surface is usually described by means of specific characteristics
or properties, like the “texture”, the “unevenness” or the “roughness” and the National and International
Agencies provide methods and standard for their determination (ASTM/E965, 1996); these characteristics are
generally evaluated along linear profiles on the road surface (ISO13473-1:1997), considering some alignments
on the pavement, for example according to the longitudinal or the transversal direction.
The texture, in particular, is defined as “the deviation of a pavement surface from a true planar surface”
(ISO13473-1:1997); similarly, the roughness (that is the most common manner to indicate the unevenness of a
road surface, in a macroscopic scale) is defined as the vertical variation of the distance of real points of the
pavement, along a profile, from an ideal reference plane (Sayers & Karamihas, 1998). It appears clear that the
difference between the two cited properties is essentially due to the extension of the considered part of the
pavement and to the wavelength and dimension of the gaps between the pavement and the ideal reference plan.
In this sense, in the following of this paper, we will refer to the “texture” or to the “unevenness”, meaning and
including the entire domain of practical interest.
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In fact, both technical organizations (PIARC, 1987) and authors (Descornet, 1989) classify the roads surface
characteristics, referring to the wavelength (λ) of the irregularities, so defining four basic classes as a function of
the domains of texture wavelengths (or, that is the same, according to the spatial frequency f, because the relation
f = 1/): this classification is shown in the Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Definition of fundamental texture classes, as a function of the wavelengths or the spatial frequencies
Among the most significant properties of a road pavement, affected by the surface texture, it is important to
consider: friction, drainage, noise, brightness, wearing, comfort, and so on. Moreover, the interaction phenomena
depend on the exercise conditions (speed, dimensions, masses and suspension of vehicles, road characteristics,
environmental conditions, etc.) and, again, on the wavelengths of the unevenness.
A proposal for the identification of relationships between fields of texture wavelengths and interaction
phenomena was presented by the World Road Association (PIARC, 1987), as showed in the Table 1.
Table 1. Fields of texture wavelength and related interaction phenomena (PIARC, 1987)
PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION OD IRREGULARITIES ON ROAD PAVEMENT SURFACE
AREA

MICROTEXTURE

MACROTEXTURE

MEGATEXTURE

RANGE OF DIMENSIONS

IRREGULARITIES CONNECTED WITH

IRREGULARITIES HAVE AN INFLUENCE ON

 < 0.5 mm

- Surface texture of each aggregate depending on
(particle) shape and angularity, texture of
bituminous and cement mortar, surface texture of
paving and setts and rock slabs, edges of grooves in
concrete slabs (saving or brushing treatment)

- Skid-resistance (at all speeds) on wet pavement
- Skid-resistance (at all speeds) on dry or moist pavement
- High frequency tyre/pavement rumbling noise (inside
and outside the vehicle)

0.5 mm <  < 50 mm

- Mix design: aggregate particle size, shape, spacing
and arrangement
- Surface tretment: chipping bush hammering,
aggregate exposure, grading (width, depth,
frequency and orientation of grooves).
- Deficiencies: loss of clipping, cracks, wide joints
- Surface or internal drainage of the material

- Skid-resistance at medium to high speed on wet
pavement
- Splash and spray
- High and low frequency of tyre/pavement rumbling
noise (inside and outside of vehicle)
- Rolling resistance
- Optical properties of pavement

- Type of materials (natural stone setts or concrete
paving blocks
- Regularity of laying and compaction methods
- Deficiencies: corrugation, rutting, loss of surface
material, potholes, spalled joints and cracks, step
faulting, frost damage
- Local treatments: planning, repairs

- Vehicle control and stability
- Comfort: high frequency mechanical vibrations in the
steering and transmission gear
- Water storage and loss of tyre/pavement contact:
reduced grip
- Low frequency rumbling noise (inside and outside the
vehicle)
- Vibration of buildings along the road

- Quality of laying of the materials (spreading and
compaction)
- Pavement deterioration by traffic: subsidence,
depressions with or without crazing
- Frost damage

- Loss of tyre(pavement contact, reduced steerability and
grip (even on dry pavement)
- Comfort: high frequency vibrations (resonance of
unsprung masses)
- Low frequency rumbling noise (outside the vehicle)
- Fuel consumption
- Vibration of buildings along the road

- Adjustment of laying equipment and guidance
systems
- Levelling
- Deformation of the sub-grade soil

- Vehicle stability
- Comfort: low frequency vibration (resonance of
unsprung masses)
- Fuel consumption
- Infrasonic vibration

50 mm <  < 0.5 m

EVENNES
(SHORT
WAVELENGHTS)

EVENNES
(MEDIUM
WAVELENGHTS)
EVENNES
(LONG WAVELENGHTS)

 > 0.5 m

.
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It is easy to observe thhat the above listed interacttion effects deetermine somee functional peerformances of
o the
pavementss that are relatted to the corrrect and reliabble use of roadd infrastructurres, especiallyy in terms of users’
u
safety and comfort. For this
t reason, it iis important too be able to dettermine or meaasure the geom
metric conditions of
a road surfface, in order to
t accurately ddevelop the deesign and consttruction activitties as well as to plan and re
ealize
the most aappropriate pavvement managgement program
ms, when the iinfrastructuress are subjectedd to the wear due to
traffic andd environmentaal actions.
1.2 Texturee and Unevennness as Globall Indicators off Pavement Perf
rformance
The interest of texture chharacterizationn, as an indicaator related to tthe main functtional pavemennt performances, is
particularly highlighted because this parameter is easy to be m
measured and it is indepenndent on locall and
environmeental effects. Itts determinatioon, in effect, deepends exclusiively on geom
metric propertiees of the surfac
ce, so
it is invarriant respect to
t temperaturee, presence off water or othher contaminaants on the paavement, chem
mical
modifications of materiaals, etc.
i a property rrelated, in diffferent way, to some conflicting performannces of a pavement
In additionn the texture is
(Hibbs & L
Larson, 1996; Baran & Henrry, 1983); in thhis sense, in faact, it is imporrtant to have ann high texture level
in order too maximize som
me functions ((friction, vehiccle control, preevention of aqquaplaning) (Fllintsch et al., 2012;
2
Hall et al.,, 2009), whereeas consideringg other requireements (noise, tyres and fuell wearing, com
mfort), it is bettter to
have a low
w texture level (Rasmussen eet al., 2007).
A synthetic representatioon of the quali-quantitative eeffects of textuure and unevennness on pavem
ment performances,
in terms of good or bad influence on tthem, also connsidering the ddifferent wavellengths, was prroposed by PIARC
and can bee explained by means of the ggraph reproduuced in Figure 22.

F
Figure 2. Pavem
ment surface ccharacteristic innfluence (Biteelli et al., 2012; Wambold et al., 1995)
In consequuence of that, it seems usefful to refer too the texture aand unevennesss all road surrface propertie
es, so
obtaining tthe needed infformation to evvaluate a paveement surface with a global rrepresentationn. In other words, if
an unique representative parameter ffor texture couuld be definedd, it is possibble to establishh some thresh
holds,
referred too this indicatoor (as maximuum and minim
mum level) forr each waveleength field, inn order to obta
ain a
pavement which allows to balance the opposite perfoormances of a road infrastruccture (Alauddiin & Tighe, 2008).
Nevertheleess, for these aims,
a
a difficuulty rises becaause the traditiional methods and techniquees used to mea
asure
and evaluuate the surfacce characteristtics present m
many differencces and particcularities, in ddependence of the
extension of the surface to observe annd the functionnal evaluation to perform. Fuurthermore, it is possible tha
at the
measures ccould be not fuully representaative of the reaal condition off the pavement,, in reference tto all the functtional
parameterss that have too be determinned. However,, the recent ddevelopments of measuremeent and evalu
uation
methods, aallow to take on
o the describeed problem witth a global andd unified approoach.
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2. Methods for Measurements, Analysis and Evaluation
Road management Agencies periodically measure the pavement surface characteristics, with different methods
and equipment, in order to verify the acceptance respect to limit values (target, alert, threshold, etc.). The
methods and equipment available may be one or more for each measured performance. Table 2 summarizes the
commonly used measurement equipment for the pavement characteristics with the related technical standard.
Table 2. Examples of equipment for the measure of pavement performances
Pavement characteristic

Skid resistence/friction
(Funtional - safety)
Drainage
(Functional - safety)
Ride quality
(Functional - comfort)
Noise (Environmental)
Distress (Structural)
Dynamic load (Structural)
Deflection (Structural)

Discrete/
Continuous

Example of equipment

Standard

Related Texture
Pavement

Pendulum test (Portable tester)
Side-way force coefficient routine
investigation machine (side force)
Grip-tester (Fixed slip)
Norwegian Norsemeter (Variable slip)

Discrete

EN 13036-4

micro

Continuous

BS 7941-1

Continuous
Continuous

BS 7941-2
ASTM E1859-11

Outflow time or Permeameter

Discrete

ASTM E2380-09

macro

Acceleration measurement

Continuous

ISO 2631-1

mega-unev.

Statistical Pass-By (SPB) method
Close-proximity (CPX) method
Pavement Condition Index
Weigh-In-Motion
Falling Weight Deflectometer

Discrete
Continuous
Continuous
Discrete
Discrete

ISO 11819-1
ISO 11819-2
ASTM D6433-11
ASTM E1318-09
ASTM D4694-09

macro-mega
macro-mega
all
mega-unev.
not related

micro-macro

In general, many of these methods can be partially replaced by the measurement of pavement texture, in one or
more appropriate range of wavelengths; pavement texture measurement methods, moreover, vary depending on
the type of texture being evaluated (micro-, macro-texture, mega-texture, unevenness).
In effect, macro-, mega-texture and unevenness are currently measured with vehicle-mounted devices, that allow
fast surveys and generally do not require any traffic control. Indeed, the microtexture cannot be measured
directly, except in a laboratory, so it has to be indirectly estimated using low speed friction measurement devices
(Wambold et al., 1995; Karamihas et al., 1999).
The vehicles for fast surveys are equipped with a height measuring sensor (laser, ultrasonic, infrared, optical), an
odometer (a pulser on one of the front wheels) and an inertial reference unit (accelerometer); the system allows
to collect surface elevation data at intervals of 0.25 mm or less for macrotexture and of 2.5 cm or more for
megatexture and unevenness. The accuracy should be less than 0.1 mm for elevation data and less than 0.5% for
longitudinal distance (Karamihas et al., 1999).
The pavement profile is computed from a combination of longitudinal distance, height and acceleration
measurements. The height sensors used in profilometers measure 16000 times or more per second (16 kHz). It is
impractical to record and use all data that is transduced by the sensors in a profiler. Thus, data are recorded into
computer memory at discrete intervals relating to speed vehicle and range of texture (sample interval, x).
Profiles can be processed in different ways to obtain both synthetic and global texture measurement indexes.
Table 3 provides more details on typical pavement texture/unevenness measurement indexes, their applicability
and the related technical standard.
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Table 3. Indexes for the characterization of pavement texture/unevenness
Measurement Index

Associated Standard Type of parameter

Mean profile depth (MPD)

ISO 13473-1
ASTM E 1845-09

Sintetic index

International Roughness Index (IRI)

ASTM E1926-08

Sintetic index

Surface texture (Ra)

ISO 4287

Sintetic index

Texture spectrum levels

ISO 13473-4

Spectral analysis

ASTM E 1170-97
ISO 2631-1
ASTM E 2034-99
ISO 2631-1

Sintetic index and
Spectral analysis
Sintetic index and
Spectral analysis

Simulating Vehicular Response
Simulating Truck Response

Related Texture Pavement
Macrotexture
Megatexture and
Unevenness
Microtexture and
Macrotexture
Macro-Megatexture and
Unevenness
Megatexture and
Unevenness
Megatexture and
Unevenness

In particular, the spectral analysis of road profiles (Power Spectral Density PSD and other spectra) allows to
analyse simultaneously and in continuous the texture/unevenness of pavement, so characterizing the most
important properties. In fact, many studies show good correlations between the intrinsic properties of the
pavements (functional, environmental and structural) and the related ranges of texture/unevenness.
In the range of unevenness, some relations between PSD and the indicators of road properties are given in
(Kropac & Mucka, 2007; Sun, 2003). Other researches (Cantisani & Loprencipe, 2010; Mucka & Granlund,
2012) show good correlations between synthetic index of road roughness (IRI) and whole body vibration. In
(Bogsjö & Rychlik, 2009) a method for vehicle fatigue damage prediction, caused by a road with random
irregularities is described. Ai and Martin (2012) have developed a new heavy vehicle roughness band index
(HVRI) well correlated with PSD of road profiles. The wavelength range lying between macrotexture and
unevenness is the main influencing factor of the rolling resistance (Descornet, 1990). Steinauer and Ueckermann
(2002) showed that a mathematical relationship exists between PSD and dynamic wheel loads.
In the range of mega-, macro- and micro-texture, many studies (Wambold et al., 1995; Ergun et al., 2005;
Flintsch et al., 2003) have shown that the friction have a good correlation with synthetic indexes of pavement
macrotexture (MPD, MTD, etc.). In addition, regarding to road safety, it is demonstrated a clear relationship
between pavement macrotexture and crash occurrence (Cairney & Styles, 2005; Pulugurtha et al., 2010). Various
correlations and models have been proposed in the literature between road texture and rolling noise (Descornet
& Sandberg, 1980; Hamet & Klein, 2000; Huschek, 1996; Sandberg & Descornet, 1980; Rasmussen et al., 2007;
Domenichini et al., 1999; Losa et al., 2010).
It is possible to harmonize the characteristics of pavement texture regarding two or more performances
(Descornet, 1989). Recently, Alauddin and Tighe (2008) have focused on optimizing the surface characteristics
regard to safety and noise.
It may be difficult for Road Agencies, to optimize all performances of pavements; for this reason normally they
refer to synthetic indexes expressing only the most important performances. It would be useful to verify all
required performances at the same time, over the entire field of surface characteristics, so considering the
suitability of the pavement in a global assessment.
Generally, about performance indexes, it is possible to indicate the related acceptance limits; in Table 4 some
reference limits for existing roads, referred to some measurable indexes or performance parameters, are shown.
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Table 4. Examples of acceptance limits for some performance parameters (existing roads)
Measurement Index or
others magnitudes

Performance
measured

Mean profile depth (MPD)

Safety

International Roughness Index (IRI)

Comfort

British Pendoloum Number

Safety

Side Force Coefficient (SFC)

Safety

Dynamic Truck Axle Load

Structural

Noise spectrum optimal levels (Lopt)

Environmental

Related Texture Pavement
Macrotexture and
Megatexture
Megatexture and
Unevenness
Microtexture
Microtexture and
Macrotexture
Megatexture and
Unevenness
Macrotexture and
Megatexture

Range of values for existing
roads
0.5-1.5 [mm]
2.0-4.0 [m/km]
50-70 [unitless]
0.40-0.50 [unitless]
no standard value (only
empirical indexes)
Lopt=L(f) [dB] or [m]

It is important to highlight that some parameters are expressed by means of numerical and standardized indexes
related to pavement texture; on the other hand, considering other properties or performances (noise and structural
properties), standardized indexes are not established and it is necessary to use literature correlations to assess the
corresponding acceptance limits.
3. Methods for Pavement Profiles Analysis
Current measurements and surveys techniques allow to obtain a detailed texture characterization that can be used
to define the requirements for design, construction and management of the road pavement. However, it seems
necessary to propose a new procedure for the analysis and evaluation of data coming from surveys. The proposal
presented in this paper consists in an unified analysis, over the entire range of wavelengths (or frequencies)
having practical interest, of the data representing road profiles; in this way, it will be possible to establish the
acceptability field of the parameters, referred to an unique indicator that represents the texture level.
In particular, the suggested indicator consists in an expression of the texture referred to its amplitudes respect to
spatial frequencies. In fact, although the representation in the space domain would be the most natural expression
for a road pavement profile, it appears more interesting to analyse the profiles in the domain of spatial
frequencies, so representing them as a sum of sinusoidal waves; this kind of treatment is named “generalized
harmonic analysis”.
Starting from the measure of road profiles, obtained with the use of a constant sampling step, it is possible to
decompose them in sinusoidal waves. The texture, indeed, can be considered as a random wave-like
phenomenon, and therefore it is possible to obtain, for it, the discrete function of Power Spectral Density (PSD)
of amplitudes (Thompson, 1958; Ahmadi & Salami, 2010; Li et al., 2009).
The Technical Specification ISO 13473-4 defines the methods that should be used to implement a spectral
analysis of pavement surface, starting from measured profiles. The result of the frequency analysis is a texture
spectrum, usually expressed in one-third-octave bandwidth (or in another fractional-octave-band).
This Technical Specification offers three alternative methods to obtain the spectra; the third method offers
greater flexibility in choosing analysis parameters and uses a constant narrow bandwidth frequency analysis by
means of Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), followed by a transformation of the narrow-band spectrum to an
octave- or one-third-octave-band spectrum, so obtaining the spectrum of texture level.
In this paper the third method has been implemented to characterize the texture of test pavements, starting to
their measured profiles. In Figure 3 the flow chart of applied method is shown.
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Figure 3. Flow chart to calculate the amplitude texture levels starting from measured profile
The following processes are necessary:
Anti-aliasing filtering: this filter is first used on a special signal sampler of profile, to restrict the bandwidth of a
signal in order to approximately satisfy the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem.
Digital sampling: the measured pavement profiles are performed at spatial sampling intervals x that are
determined according to ISO 13473-3 for the shortest wavelength involved in the spectral analysis. For each
range of texture the shortest wavelength is different, therefore the profilometers should be able to perform
different spatial sampling intervals x (xmacro, xmega, xunev).
Treatments of drop-outs: in consequence to local operating conditions of height measuring sensor, some measure
are invalid; for a pavement profile, if the drop-out rate is not more than 10% then a linear interpolation may be
used to replace the invalid samples.
Slope and offset suppression: in consequence to operating principle of each profiler, the samples are referred to a
relative reference and normally in the pavement may be present some section with longitudinal slope. If the Zn(x)
is the native measurement profile is necessary to obtain a profile Z(x) for which both mean level and longitudinal
slope of the profile have to be brought to zero.
Windowing: to perform the spectral analysis should be applied to profile a Fourier Transform, for continuous
signal, that may be applied also to a sampling discrete signal (Discrete Fourier Transform). This analysis is based
on the assumption that the input discrete signal repeats itself with a period equal to the signal duration. The
singles signals may be linked only if at the edges of each discrete signal there are the same values equal to zero.
The windowing reduces the signal to zero at the edges limiting the attenuation of the signal out of the edges. The
general equation for determining the windowed profile Zi,win starting to original profile Zi is given in Equation (1)
Z i , win 

wi Z i
1
N

N 1

for i  0,1,..., N  1

w
i 0

(1)

2
i

where wi is a set of coefficients that change the original profile to reduce this effect known as “leakage”.
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT): The DFT takes a vector of N complex (or real) numbers Zi, i = 0,1,…,(N-1)
and transforms it into a vector of N complex numbers Zk, k = 0,1,…,(N-1).
Zk 

 2 k 
i
N 

 j
1 N 1
Zi  e 

N i 0

where j is the imaginary unit j2  1

(2)

In general, for the time series of signal, DFT realizes a transformation from the time domain (s) to the frequency
domain (Hz, 1/s). In the case of road profiles the digitized input signal is always real and there isn’t a time series
but a measured distance. Therefore, for the road profile DFT involves a transformation from the distance domain
(in m) to the spatial frequency domain (in cycle/m or 1/ where  is the wavelength).
The result of the DFT is a constant bandwidth narrow band spectrum f with complex values. The bandwidth Δf
depends on the discrete profile length L = (N-1)* Δx and is equal to:
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Δf = 1/L

(3)

To ensure that Zk is independent on the length L of the discrete signal, it is necessary to use a window function
(windowing). For this reason, the Zi in Equation (2) should be a windowed signal (Zi,win).
The spatial frequency scale of Zk starts at 0 with steps equal to Δf until fmax = (N/2 − 1)Δf. The others Zk complex
values shall be not used because this function is symmetrical (double sided).
Power Spectral Density: The PSD is a measure in the frequency domain of the power (squared amplitude)
contained in a signal per unit frequency and it is expressed in m2/m-1 = m3 or in mm3. PSD is obtained by
dividing the squared amplitude of each narrow band by the spectral bandwidth f according to equation
Z kPSD 

2  Zk

2

f

N

for k  0,1,...,   1 
2


(4)

The result is a constant bandwidth spectrum; we can use different f one for each considered range; for example,
for unevenness range, we can adopt funev = 1/Lunev = 1/100 = 0.01 c/m where Lunev = 100 m is the evaluation
length of pavement profiles useful to evaluate a wavelength in one-third-octave bands spectral analysis max,unev
= 6.7 m; for macrotexture range, we can adopt fmacro = 1/Lmacro = 1/1 = 1 c/m where Lmacro = 1 m is the
evaluation length of pavement profiles useful to evaluate a wavelength in one-third-octave bands spectral
analysis max,macro = 0.067 m.
Further processing of the PSD is possible; the table shows others ways to express the spectral texture unit.
Table 5. Spectral texture units
Abbrev.

Name

Relation

Unit

PSD

Power Spectral Density

PS

Power Spectrum

PS  PSD  f

m2

ASD

Amplitude Spectral Density

ASD  PSD

AS

Amplitude Spectrum

AS  PS

m m  0 .5  m 1 .5
m

LTX

Texture Profile Level in dB

 AS 
LTX  20  log10  6 
 10 

m 2 m 1  m 3

dB

The transformation of a constant bandwidth spectrum to a constant-percentage bandwidth spectrum can be made
using the procedure proposed by ISO8608.
4. A Proposal for an Optimized Area for Road Performances
In previous sections, it was established that texture and unevenness properties can be effective to represent a road
pavement, with reference to various performances, both for the acceptance of new road works and to decide
when it is necessary to plan some maintenance interventions. The texture characteristics are really suitable
because they are reliable (respect to possible environmental and local factors that can alter the measurements of
real road conditions), easy to determine and clear to identify.
However, as previously said, some interaction phenomena are affected in an opposite way by the level of texture,
in the same wavelengths domain. A significant example is given by friction and rolling noise: in the
macrotexture domain (wavelengths from 0.5 mm to 50 mm, spatial frequencies from 2000 c/m to 20 c/m) an
increase of the macrotexture determines better performances of the road surface respect to the friction, especially
in wet conditions and for vehicles’ high speeds, but, on the other hand, it also produces an higher noise level. For
this reason, with the aim to optimize the performances of the road pavement in the macrotexture domain, it is
possible to set an interval of values for the selected texture indicator (in particular, the texture level): the lower
limit of the interval will be related to the friction performance, the upper one will be decided according to the
purpose to generate an acceptable rolling noise.
If we generalize the above proposed criteria, an “optimized area” can be defined, in the graph representing
frequency vs. texture level (see Figure 4); this area defines a field where the spectrum of a pavement texture has
to fit into, to ensure an adequate behaviour respect all the performances related to tyres-pavement interactions. If
the texture index overpasses the boundary of the area, some adjustments will be necessary to restore the optimal
conditions.
8
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Figure 4. Propoosal of an “optiimized area” fo
for a texture inddex, in referennce to road perfformances
The definiition of the opptimized area can be obtained if the thresshold limits, ffor each domain, are established.
These limiits can be deteermined on thhe basis of corrrelations available in the sccientific literatture, deduced from
empirical researches or
o established according too a judgemenntal decision, also considering the spe
ecific
characterisstics of the roaad network andd the level of nneeded perform
mances.
5. Case Sttudy
The described methods has been appplied to 11 diffferent road ppavements, whhose surface ccharacteristics were
investigateed respect to teexture/unevennness properties and noise em
mission duringg the UE reseaarch project entitled
TINO (M
Measuring Undderstanding annd Reducing Tire Noise E
Emission Undder Realistic Vehicle Operrating
Conditionss Including thhe Contributioon of the Roadd Surface-BRIITE EURAM project no. 11552); the rese
earch
program, iin fact, includeed experimentaal activities (booth in situ and in laboratory)) and data anallysis (Domenic
chini,
et al., 19999).
The perfoormed texture measurementts were: micrrotexture measurement (by means of thhe British Porrtable
Pendulum)), macrotexturre measuremeent (by meanss of both stattionary profiloometer and voolumetric meth
hod),
megatextuure and unevenness measuurements (by means of a walking prrofilometer). S
So, the pavement
texture/uneevenness was evaluated in teerms of:


Synthetic Indexxes of Profiles (MPD, accordding to ISO 133473-1, for maacrotexture and IRI, accordin
ng to
A
ASTM E1926-008, for megateexture and unevvenness).



Spectral Analyssis of Profiles (Amplitude sppectrum accordding to ISO 133473-4 and ISO
O 8608 for ma
acro-,
m
mega-texture annd unevennesss).

The noise measurementss included: Cooast-By (CB) m
method and Cloose-Proximity (CPX) method. For each tesst the
noise specctra in the frequuency domain in one-twelfthh octave bands were obtainedd.
The performed measureements alloweed to thoroughhly investigatee the relationsships betweenn rolling noise
e and
pavement texture, evaluuating for eachh frequency oof emitted noiise the specific contributionn of all the texture
wavelengtths (or spatial frequencies);
f
tthe results alloowed to realizee, in particular,, a pavement sspecifically defined
with the aiim to produce low rolling nooise.
Starting frrom these profi
files and considdering their chharacteristics, eexpressed by synthetic indexxes, and the rellative
spectral annalyses, the coorrelations bettween these inndexes and thee texture levell for all spatiaal frequencies were
obtained; tthe intervals where
w
the best ccorrelations arre achieved weere so individuated (Figure 5)).
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Figure
5. Corrrelation betweeen texture leveel and syntheticc indexes
The comparison of textuure synthetic inndexes (IRI annd MPD) and those obtainedd from spectraal analysis (PS
SD of
amplitudess) shows goodd agreement (w
with a regressioon coefficient of R2 greater than 0.75, seee Figure 6) onlly for
the waveleength ranges thhat typically innfluence the syynthetic index.. Thus, the IRII shows good aagreement witth the
amplitude in the unevennness wavelenggths (0.6 m, 1.33-4 m and 6-11 m) and the M
MPD shows goood agreement with
the amplittude in the mega
m
and macrro wavelengthhs (from 5 mm
m to 10 cm). The figure shhows that the best
regressionn for IRI and MPD
M
are achievved respectivelly for texture w
wavelength equual to 2.5 m annd 3 cm.

Figure 6. Corrrelations betweeen MPD/IRI aand Texture Am
mplitude
In the rangges where a good
g
agreemennt was found, the fit curves were calculatted for each w
wavelength; so,, it is
possible too estimate the spectral ampliitudes related tto accepted vaalues of IRI annd MPD. For thhe rolling noisse the
evaluationn is more compplex because itt is necessary tto use some exxperimental ressults (coming from TINO prroject
and other rresearches), inn terms of corrrelations betweeen generated noise levels annd texture leveels, to establish the
limits for tthe texture ampplitudes, in ordder to contain the emitted nooise.
Recently, aan empirical rolling noise prrediction modeel based on paavement surfacce characteristtics, was develloped
(Losa et all., 2010); the model
m
defines an ideal texturre spectrum, foor various vehiicular speed (1100 km/h, 50 km/h),
k
that reducees the rolling noise.
n
The texxture spectrum referred to 500 km/h, for exaample, could bbe used to esta
ablish
the upper limit of optim
mized area for the texture off pavements inn urban area, w
where the speeed are low and the
reduction oof noise is veryy important.
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Figure 7. Verification of acceptance limits for the pavements considered as case study
If we draw in a graph representing frequency vs. texture level the limits of the optimized area (both for low noise
pavements and normal pavements) and the spectra of the 11 pavements, considered as a case study Figure 7, we
can see that some surfaces fit into and other overpass the boundaries of the area; this condition means that some
pavements can be accepted respect to the established limits of performance parameters and the other ones are not
acceptable. In particular, as expected, the low noise pavements defined in the TINO research project satisfy the
requirements for all the wavelengths considered ranges.
6. Conclusions
The geometry of road surfaces, that can be expressed in terms of texture or unevenness, is related to many
characteristics and performances of pavements. The effects regard the safety of road exercise (friction, drainage,
dynamic control of vehicle), the structural properties of the infrastructure (distress and deflection of pavement,
dynamic load), the functionality and the efficiency of the entire system (comfort, fuel consumption, wearing of
tyres, emissions, pollutions, …) also with regard to the natural environment.
The interaction phenomena also depend on the domain of irregularities of road surface (unevenness, mega-,
macro- and micro-texture). In particular, there are some conflicting effects, for which a greater or lesser level of
texture can result in a better or worse performance of the pavement.
The availability of modern measurement techniques and advanced devices allows to acquire in continuous the
data needed for the geometric characterization of pavements; also the costs, in terms of time and equipment, is
relatively limited and there are few interferences with the normal exercise. Therefore, it seems useful to
introduce some comprehensive methods for the analysis and evaluation of the acquired data, according,
moreover, to previous studies and researches that propose synthetic representations or indicators for the
performances of road surfaces (Alauddin & Tighe, 2008). In particular, the analysis of the content in terms of
spatial frequency of the profiles, measured on the pavement, may allow to determine the PSD function of the
amplitudes and the deriving variables (the RMS of amplitudes or, more frequently, the level of texture), in the
entire range of frequencies (or wavelengths) which has a practical interest.
So, it is possible to obtain a spectrum of texture, characteristic for each pavement, which effectively represents
the surface geometry. This spectrum can be compared to an optimized area; if it fit into the area, the pavement
achieves a good compromise between all the functional requirements, instead, if the pavement overpasses the
boundary, it is necessary to plan some maintenance or rebuilding works. The limits of this optimized area can be
established on the basis of correlations between road performances and texture, coming from the literature or
according to decision criteria that can consider the specific characteristics of road infrastructures.
Referring to this last consideration, it is important to observe that the proposed methodology can result very
useful for road Agencies or Companies which supervise on road networks, because they can decide the
functional requirements according to technical and strategic role of the infrastructures (i.e., differentiating the
optimization limits for freeways or highways respect to rural roads) and taking into account the expectation of
users that are interested in. It would be possible to decide both the technical standards to ensure for new
constructions or for the acceptance of re-paving works and to define the criteria to plan the maintenance
11
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activities, required when a pavement loses its properties, as a result of wearing due to traffic and environmental
factors.
The unified method for analysis and evaluation of road surfaces, proposed in this article, may therefore be useful
for current technical practices and to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the actions, performed by both
professional engineers and road Administrations.
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